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ECONOMIC INSTRUCTION

Scalable, scaffolded writing assignments with online peer
review in a large introductory economics course

Avi J. Cohena and Andrea L. Williamsb

aDepartment of Economics, University of Toronto and York University, Toronto, ON, Canada; bFaculty of Arts
& Science, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada

ABSTRACT
Despite widely acknowledged benefits of integrating writing into econom-
ics courses, instructors’ costs are often prohibitive. To reduce costs and
make writing assignments more feasible, the authors describe multi-part,
scaffolded writing assignments developed by an economist and a WAC
(Writing Across the Curriculum) specialist, integrated into an 800-student
introductory economics course with multilingual students and TAs.
Students draft and revise an abstract and later draft and write an op-ed
with a convincing economic argument for a general audience. The authors
use writing centers and peer review software to provide feedback while
reducing grading time, and train inexperienced TAs to evaluate student
writing through detailed rubrics and moderated marking sessions. They
provide detailed assignment descriptions and an accounting of resources
and time needed to grade each assignment.
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The importance of teaching writing in economics

A remarkable consensus has developed in economics education over the past 30 years about the
value of writing for helping students learn “to think like an economist,” and about the usefulness
of the Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) movement and its close counterpart, Writing in
the Disciplines (WID), for teaching students to write in their major using writing-to-learn activ-
ities and assignments.1 WAC emerged in the mid-1970s, spread in the 1980s (Russell 2002), and
made its significant debut in economics when touted in the 1991 American Economic
Association’s (AEA) commissioned report on “The Status and Prospects of the Economics Major”
(Siegfried et al. 1991).2 The Journal of Economic Education followed with a 1993 mini-symposium
on writing in the economic instruction section,3 and the benefits of writing subsequently became
a mainstay of the economics education literature (Petr 1998; McCloskey 2000; Walstad 2001;
Greenlaw 2003, 2009; Smith, Broughton, and Copley 2005).

The AEA report bemoaned the absence of writing in the economics major in the early 1990s
as “a particular problem,” which it attributed to “Large classes, a fetish of ‘objectivity,’ the ‘need’
to cover so many topics in each course, … a sense of inadequacy among faculty about their own
writing … [and] the sheer amount of time required to do it right …” (Siegfried et al. 1991,
211). Decades later, a Journal of Economic Literature survey on teaching economics (Allgood,
Walstad, and Siegfried 2015) identified the same reasons for the lack of writing and other teach-
ing innovations.
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Even if research studies show that certain teaching methods are superior to others and the benefits are
large, there is a cost to a faculty member to adopt them, both in learning about the new innovation and
learning how best to use it. … . Economists … receive little training in teaching or the use of different
pedagogical techniques (304).

Whether for writing assignments or active learning innovations, the substantial adoption costs
for instructors that rise with class size can outweigh the pedagogical benefits. It thus follows that
much of the literature on integrating writing into economics education comes from instructors at
small liberal arts colleges or in upper-level courses, where writing is expected and class sizes
are smaller.

In contrast, we report on multi-part reading and writing assignments that were developed
through collaboration between an economist and a writing specialist, and integrated into an
introductory economics course with 800 students at a large public university. Distinctive aspects
of our scalable experiences include using institution-wide writing resources to reduce grading
costs; addressing the challenges of multilingual undergraduates and multilingual graduate student
TAs with no experience in teaching or evaluating undergraduate writing; scaffolded assignments
that move students from critical reading to recognizing good arguments by writing an abstract, to
making a convincing economic argument by writing an op-ed for a general audience; using the
Economist Style Guide rather than scholarly sources as an exemplar; and extensive use of peer
review using peer review software.

To demonstrate the scalability of our combination of assignments and resources, which have
been tested for seven years on over 4000 undergraduates, we include cost and time estimates.
Rather than repeating the consensus on the benefits of writing that have been well summarized
in the literature, we focus on ways to reduce the costs of teaching writing—while maintaining the
integrity of the WAC/WID approach at any scale. In sharing our experiences, assignments and
resources (all appendices listed in table 1 are posted at economicsforlife.ca/JEE), we hope to
reduce costs for instructors who want to integrate more writing into their courses at large or
small institutions, tilting the benefit-cost calculation towards helping more students to engage
and learn to think like an economist.

Institutional and course contexts

Institutional context

Writing is a complex cognitive and social skill (Hays 1988; Applebee 2000). Teaching students to
write well is challenging in any institutional context, and even more so at an institution such as
ours. Among the 71,000 undergraduates at the University of Toronto, over 20 percent are inter-
national students, most of whom are multilingual learners. Many Canadian students are also

Table 1. Appendices (online at economicsforlife.ca/JEE).

Appendix Name File Type

A Course syllabus for ECO 105Y PDF
B How to Read Critically video module Video
C How to Read Critically (slides from video module) PDF
D “A fare shake” from The Economist, May 14, 2016, print edition PDF
E Article abstract writing assignment PDF
F How to (Re-)Write an Abstract video module Video
G How to (Re-)Write an Abstract (slides from video module) PDF
H Advice on how to (re-)write an abstract PDF
I Sample abstract processes PDF
J Microeconomics op-ed writing assignment PDF
K How to (Re-)Write an Op-Ed video module Video
L How to (Re-)Write an Op-Ed (slides from video module) PDF
M Screen-Capture Video for TAs of Op-Ed Marking Process Video
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multilingual—Toronto is a city of immigrants. Because of large class sizes, TAs play a key role in
teaching and evaluating writing. The TAs in this course are mostly economics graduate students
(MA and PhD students), many of whom are, like the undergraduates they teach, multilingual
learners.4 The Department of Economics has an even higher percentage than the rest of the
Faculty of Arts and Science of multilingual learners for whom English is an additional language.5

Our institution, like most Canadian universities and most postsecondary institutions outside of
the United States, has no required first-year writing courses. If students are to learn to write, they
must do so in disciplinary courses. Although the vast majority of our undergraduates do not take
dedicated writing courses, they do have easy access to writing centers with highly-skilled writing
instructors for help on writing assignments through one-on-one appointments and group work-
shops.6 Like Archibong et al. (2017), we utilize these existing institutional resources by encourag-
ing students to book appointments at campus writing centers to get one-on-one feedback on
drafts of their writing assignments. Because of their limited hours, the economics TAs do not
provide guidance or feedback on assignments—they only grade final submissions.

The Department of Economics has participated in a faculty-wide WAC initiative called WIT
(Writing Integrated Teaching) since 2012 and now has a dozen participating courses. Unlike
many WAC programs that require participating departments to designate “writing-intensive”
courses, WIT simply requires that participating courses include at least some writing. To support
instructors who incorporate writing, the full-time Director of WIT (coauthor Andrea Williams,
who is a writing specialist) and Lead Writing TAs (two PhD students who work with the
Director) provide guidance on designing writing assignments, rubrics, and tutorial activities. The
WIT program also pays for additional hours for course TAs to receive training in writing instruc-
tion, which focuses on responding to and evaluating student writing.7 The WIT Director trains
and mentors the Lead Writing TAs, who in turn, train course TAs in providing effective and effi-
cient feedback on student writing, thus reducing the instructor’s responsibilities.

Course context

There are two streams of introductory economics at the University of Toronto, both of which
meet 2 to 3 hours a week in lecture format. The recommended course for majors, ECO100Y,
Introduction to Economics, is a full-year course combining principles of micro and macro.
ECO105Y, Principles of Economics for Non-Specialists, is also a full-year micro-macro course,8 but
takes an economic literacy approach, focusing on a shorter list of core concepts that students can
use for the rest of their lives, supplemented by active learning to help students achieve higher-
level mastery (Hansen, Salemi, and Siegfried 2002; Gilleskie and Salemi 2012). ECO105Y attracts
students majoring in international relations and public policy, which require at least one full-year
economics course, and students in other science, social science, and humanities departments look-
ing for an elective economics course.

A unique feature of the University of Toronto model is that students in either introductory
course can go on to major in economics with a minimum grade of 67% (Cþ) in ECO100Y or
80% (A�) in ECO105Y. All aspiring majors must also pass a full-year calculus/linear
algebra sequence with a minimum grade of 63% (C). The ECO100Y majors’ course has five
lecture sections of approximately 500 students each. The ECO105Y economic literacy course has
two sections—a lecture section of 500 students and an online section of 300 students. We will
describe the ECO105Y course in detail, but the writing assignments could be used in any intro-
ductory economics course.

The economic literacy course introduces microeconomics and macroeconomics as the basis for
making smart choices in life as consumers, businesspeople, investors and informed citizens judg-
ing government policies. Both the lecture and online sections have a variety of assessments,
including online quizzes, term tests, a final exam, and two types of writing assignments—a 250-
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to 300-word abstract of an Economist article and a 300- to 500-word op-ed on a micro or
macro topic.9

Reading, writing, and rubrics

A key WAC tenet is that writing assignments be closely aligned with course goals and take the
form of common genres in the discipline so that students see the writing as a legitimate part of
the course and discipline rather than as busy work. The course syllabus (Appendix A) includes
ten specific course learning objectives. Activities and assessments are rooted in these objectives,
according to the backward-design pedagogical model (Wiggins and McTighe 2008). The learning
objectives most directly connected to the writing assignments are:

� Explain the objectives, successes, and failures of government policies such as minimum
wages, rent controls, competition policy, environmental policy, trade policy, and tax and
income redistribution policy.

� Come to an informed personal opinion about the appropriate role of government in
macroeconomic policy.

� Write persuasive, informed opinion pieces about microeconomic and macroeconomic pol-
icy issues for a general audience.

The syllabus states explicitly the rationale for the writing assignments:10

Part of your role as an informed citizen involves making sound arguments about economic issues that
matter to you and communicating these arguments effectively to others. These assignments will give you
practice identifying and developing convincing written arguments about an economic issue for a
general audience.

The assignments ask students to write for general rather than expert audiences, both to better
assess their understanding (it’s easy to hide misunderstanding behind jargon) and to engage them
in activities that more closely resemble the writing they will do after graduation—explaining com-
plex (economic or otherwise) ideas to general readers rather than to economic experts.11

Scaffolding

We began collaborating on the op-ed writing assignment in 2011. Because undergraduates, espe-
cially first-year students, are often daunted, if not paralyzed, by the prospect of making an ori-
ginal argument, we decided almost immediately to scaffold the op-ed assignment. Scaffolding
breaks larger, complex tasks into smaller, more manageable ones that support student learning.
The idea is to sequence assignments so that students gradually progress to more complex and dif-
ficult tasks with practice and formative feedback.

The initial scaffold allows students to develop their argument as response to a media story:

Choose an article, editorial or opinion piece that involves a controversial economic issue that interests you.
In response, write your own commentary in which you take a position on the issue, supporting your
position by making an argument based on sound economic reasoning.

Based on experience and feedback from students, we added the abstract assignment and crit-
ical reading activities. Working backwards, the article abstract assignment precedes the op-ed
assignment to give students practice identifying someone else’s argument, and a sense of the
structure and composition of what they will have to do to write their op-ed. Writing an effective
abstract involves knowing how to read critically—to read for argument. Before the article abstract
assignment, we therefore walk students through the steps of reading critically an Economist art-
icle. The scaffolding sequence takes the form of three modules described in more detail below.
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1. How to Read Critically
2. How to (Re-)Write an Abstract
3. How to (Re-)Write an Op-Ed

Notice the emphasis on re-writing. There is a second form of scaffolding within each assign-
ment. As part of teaching students to write, we provide an explicit three-step writing process
that asks them to (1) draft, (2) revise, and (3) edit their writing. We want to move students from
a task- or product-orientation to a process-orientation and provide a framework and vocabulary
for writing that they can transfer to other courses, disciplines, and contexts. A framework is
particularly important for multilingual learners who struggle with reading and writing university-
level English.

How to read critically

Many students enter college with inadequate reading strategies (Horning 2007). Success on writ-
ing assignments (and in college generally) requires effective reading strategies, so we developed a
module to teach this crucial skill. The module (Appendices B and C) consists of a video tutorial
that explains critical reading and demonstrates how to do it using an Economist article about
Uber surge pricing (Appendix D).

The video begins by defining critical reading as reading for argument. We start by debunking
the common student misconception that critical reading means criticizing or disagreeing with a
text. Instead, we show that critical reading involves several key moves by readers, the first of
which involves understanding the central argument in the text, rather than merely identifying the
information presented. The second step involves identifying the specific claims being made and
whether and how well they are supported with evidence. The third move we model involves ask-
ing questions of the text—challenging assumptions the author makes, identifying gaps or contra-
dictions in the argument or evidence, questioning sources of data or evidence, and noting
counter-arguments the author addresses (or overlooks).

These critical reading steps apply across disciplines. Because most students entering college
have read little about economics, we need to show students how to specifically read critically an
economics text. We define critical reading in economics as “being able to read and identify the
economic concepts, models, assumptions, reasoning, and evidence an author presents.” Our strat-
egy is to elucidate our own reading processes, especially Andrea Williams’ (Director of the WIT
program). Like the students, she is not an economist; unlike the students, she is an expert reader.

Because of the many multilingual learners, we assume no reading strategy is too obvious for
approaching an unfamiliar text in an unfamiliar discipline. We start with the title, which readers
often overlook, but which the author or editor uses to telegraph the central argument of the ar-
ticle. The title of our sample article on Uber surge pricing—“A fare shake”—contains a pun (like
many Economist articles) on the word “fair,” which we point out for the English language learners
(and native speakers) who may not recognize the homonym. The critical reading demonstration
analyzes chronologically the moves the author makes, addressing local issues such as topic senten-
ces that forecast the subject of the paragraph as well as more global observations about the text’s
organization (this article uses the common structure of problem-solution). Beyond commenting
on each rhetorical move the author makes, we include readers’ questions of the text such as: “As
a consumer who uses Uber I’m asking of the article, ‘Why shouldn’t local governments ban surge
pricing?’ I’m expecting the next paragraph to answer this question.”

The modeling of critical reading also includes an analysis of the language and graphs of the
article. For example, describing the paying of drivers more during periods of surge pricing as
“sharing with drivers” makes the company seem generous towards its drivers, painting it in a
more favorable way than would using a more neutral term like “compensating.” Besides
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encouraging student readers to attend carefully to language, we discuss the use of data-display
graphs, which play a key role in many economic arguments. Although the graphs in this article
are straightforward, other evidence is not. We question a study the article uses to support surge
pricing supplied by the less-than-independent source of Uber itself, which we suggest makes it
less convincing than evidence from a neutral third party.

How to (re-)write an abstract

Following the critical reading module, the first writing assignment asks students to choose one of
six different Economist articles and write a 250- to 300-word abstract. The abstract assignment
(Appendix E) is worth only 5 percent of the course grade to make it low-stakes practice reading
and writing. The assignment includes the grading rubric, which provides additional guidance
about what the instructor and TAs expect, and what students need to do to earn high marks.

The rubric (figure 1) is a 3� 4 matrix with three criteria—main argument/economic reasoning,
structure, quality of writing—to be assigned one of four levels of competence (excellent, good,
competent, problematic). The argument/economic reasoning criterion is weighted most heavily
(62% of the abstract score for a clear, coherent explanation of the main argument and economic
reasoning, including key points and supporting evidence), signaling to students that

Figure 1. Rubric for article abstract writing assignment.
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understanding the issues matters most. Including structure (21% for paragraph structure with
clear topic sentences and one main idea per paragraph) and quality of writing (17% for clear, cor-
rect, concise sentences with active voice) as criteria remind students that it matters how clearly
they express the economic issues. Making writing worth relatively little is particularly important
for our student demographic, as English language learners tend to focus exclusively on superficial
rather than substantive (argument and structure) revisions (Breuer 2017). Prioritizing argument
over writing is also important because the TA graders are graduate students in economics, not
English, who are more qualified to evaluate economic issues than grammatical or stylistic ones.

We provide a choice of articles so students can explore a topic they find interesting, while lim-
iting them to models of good writing—The Economist is the gold standard of economics journal-
ism. Narrowing the selection also makes the TAs’ grading both more consistent and efficient,
with each of the six TAs assigned to grade all the abstracts written about one of the six articles.

Assignment instructions remind students that they are writing for a general audience:

Your audience is the general reading public. Assume your audience has some education and background in
current affairs and understands basic economic concepts, but is not knowledgeable about the details of
economic theory or policy. In other words, you’ll need to explain any economic concepts and specialized
vocabulary in a way that keeps their interest and respects their intelligence. Your audience is not the
professor or the TAs. You need to write more like a journalist than an academic.

To prepare students for the assignment, the How to (Re-)Write an Abstract module
(Appendices F and G) contains a video and print materials taking students step-by-step from
reading the article to submitting a final draft. Most students have never written an abstract, so we
start by distinguishing an abstract from a summary:

An abstract, unlike a summary, does not chronologically summarize the original article in a condensed
form. Instead, an abstract includes the main argument and only the most important supporting points and
evidence. An abstract not only leaves out less important points, it often organizes the ideas quite differently
from the original article.

The core of the module is organized around the difference between writer-based and reader-
based writing (Flower 1979, 1993):

Writer-based writing is done by the writer, for the writer. These are notes you make for yourself—that only
you will read, including notes on the article and ideas or questions that occur to you. Because only you will
read this writing, you don’t need to worry about paragraph structure, sentence structure, spelling, grammar,
or other niceties. You are the only reader. If you can understand what you wrote, it is good enough.

You will eventually transform your notes into reader-based writing, which meets the expectations of your
audience for a familiar structure (introduction, middle, conclusion), understandable ideas and terminology
(no technical jargon), correct grammar, spelling, etc. Knowing who your readers are is one of two essential
ingredients for transforming writer-based notes into reader-based writing. For this assignment, your
audience is the general public.

The other essential ingredient is having a clear thesis. In this assignment, that means identifying the main
argument of the article. You don’t have to, and should not, express your own opinion about the article.
(You will do that in the next Op-Ed assignment.) Your job here is conveying to the reader the main
argument of the article itself. Identifying the thesis is crucial because it will tell you what is to be included
in writing the abstract for your audience, and what is to be left out as less important.

We then take the students through the stages of drafting (writer-based notes), revising (mov-
ing to reader-based writing using a thesis to organize ideas into paragraphs, without worrying
about sentence structure or wording), revising again (for the reader, considering background
knowledge, length, active voice), and editing (proofreading for spelling, grammar, punctuation).
We emphasize that revision is a recursive process, and that they will likely circle back through
the revising and editing stages. We repeatedly quote Bean (2011, 29) to students—“A ‘C’ essay is
an ‘A’ essay turned in too soon.”
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The print material for How to (Re-)Write an Abstract (Appendices H and I) includes Avi
Cohen’s own process of note-taking, paragraphing, drafting, revising, and editing. His first pass at
structure had five paragraphs, more than the recommended three to four paragraphs, so we also
included his second pass with four paragraphs. His first complete writer-based revision had 350
words. We included track-changes of redrafting and editing that revision to under 300 words. We
also included Andrea Williams’ (different) version of the abstract. Our intention is to show stu-
dents that even expert writers must revise their drafts to produce high-quality writing and that
there is more than one way to write a good abstract.

To further scaffold the assignment, we used peer feedback so students give and receive com-
ments on their initial drafts and earn marks for doing this. This also aligns the student writer’s
actual audience with the intended audience. Using peerScholar software, students have a week to
give and receive anonymous feedback from three other students in the class. Having another
week to incorporate this feedback in a final submission emphasizes the recursiveness of the pro-
cess of draft/revise/edit. TAs mark only the final submission. Because the peer review software
and process are common to the abstract and op-ed assignments, we discuss them in a sep-
arate section.

How to (re-)write an op-ed

Building on the abstract assignment, the op-ed assignment (worth 14% of the course grade;
Appendix J) and associated video module (Appendices K and L) move students from summariz-
ing to analyzing, asking them to take a position on a controversial economic issue and make an
argument based on sound economic reasoning for a general audience. As with the abstract assign-
ment, we instruct students to use the recursive three-stage (draft/revise/edit) writing process and
use peer review to provide formative feedback on initial drafts for guidance in making revisions.

The module emphasizes voice as the most important difference from the abstract assignment.
We tell students, “the op-ed is about your voice, your view, your opinion.” After finding a con-
troversial topic, the student must identify the relevant economic issues and potentially competing
views, choose a point of view, identify a thesis, select evidence, and connect argument and sup-
porting evidence.

We also provide guidance on writing structure and style for the writer-based components of
the op-ed process:

� Make your main point early on.
� Organize your sentences into three to six short paragraphs (about three to five senten-

ces each).
� Make clear any economic reasoning on which your argument is based.
� Support each point with evidence, whether in the form of a statistic, an example, or eco-

nomic reasoning.
� Choose a catchy title to capture your audience’s attention and tell your reader what your

main point is.

For additional advice, we send students to the Style Guide of The Economist Magazine, which
we point out is widely recognized as the world standard for economic journalism.

The op-ed rubric (figure 2) is a 4� 4 matrix with more detail than the abstract rubric. The
new criterion in the top row is Title, Introduction, Audience, Background Information (worth
21%). The second row about argument becomes Economic Argument, Reasoning, Counter-argu-
ment, Evidence (44%). We changed the wording of earlier versions of the op-ed rubric from “use
of economic concepts” to “economic reasoning” because students were gratuitously throwing in
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economic jargon, thinking they would be rewarded. The rubric incentivizes the presentation and
refutation of counter-arguments, and the use of supporting evidence. Even with explicit criteria,
missing or weak treatment of counter-arguments were common weaknesses in student work. The
third row addresses Structure, Closing (23%), explaining that an effective “Closing gives a clear
and convincing call to action.” The last row focuses on Quality of Writing (12%) and indicates

Figure 2. Rubric for op-ed writing assignment.
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that there is a penalty for exceeding the word count because we want to reward students for writ-
ing concisely.

Peer review and software

Process

The peer review component of all the writing assignments asks students (for each submission
from three peers) to: Give a rating out of 5 stars; List one thing done well; List one thing needing
improvement; Write an Overall Rating paragraph. Students can also comment on specific words,
sentences or portions of a peer’s assignment using a highlight-and-comment feature similar to
Microsoft Word. Over time, we learned that it is important to specify “Address your suggestions
to the writer, not to the Professor/TA.”

Additional marks provide an incentive for the peer review (19% of total abstract marks and
17% of total op-ed marks). The rubric TAs use to evaluate assessments given to peers have only
four possibilities:

� Strengths and weaknesses for each assigned abstract/op-ed, with specifics.
� Fair attempt but weak, lacking specifics.
� No real effort.
� Zero if missed the original submission date for student’s own assignment, or did not

attempt assessments.

The simplicity of the rubric means TAs choose one of only three grades, which reduces grad-
ing time. Students who don’t submit original assignments on time cannot participate in the
assessment and lose all peer review marks and the chance to get suggestions for improvement.
This provides necessary incentives for students to meet the first submission deadline, rather than
procrastinating and submitting only a final draft.12

The op-ed assignment has an additional Reflection requirement (worth 10% of the total op-ed
grade) submitted with the final draft. The Reflection instructions are as follows:

Write a reflection on the changes that you made to improve your paper between the first draft and final
submission. You can explain how you incorporated comments from peers, lessons from reading the other
assignments, or any other insights you had in the revision process.

Think of the Reflection as a mini-essay making an argument about what YOU learned from the revision
process or the entire writing process, which can include what you were frustrated by, what you found most
helpful about the writing videos, … . The more authentic detail the better, but just BS-ing to fill up space
will NOT work to your advantage. “I learned SOOO much from my peers’ comments!” without any
personal details, is worthless for marks. 1 to 3 paragraphs max.

The rubric for marking Reflections also has only three grades, reducing TA grading time.

� Thoughtful and detailed, refers to peer comments, incorporated revision.
� Fair attempt but lacking specifics—maximum if missed Assessments.
� No real effort.
� No reflection.

The rationale for the reflection exercise brings us to the pedagogy and software behind the
peer review.
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Pedagogy

We use peer review for both pedagogical and practical reasons. Cho and Cho (2011) and Phillips
(2016) have excellent literature surveys of the benefits of peer review. Phillips’ own study of first-
year accounting students found that students benefited most from actively giving feedback versus
passively receiving feedback from peers (p. 12).13 For the native speakers Cho and Cho (2011)
studied, writing quality improved when students focused not on giving comments that addressed
sentence-level issues such as grammar and syntax, but when they attended to the big picture—the
meaning of the text—what writing studies call “higher-order thinking skills.” But what about the
many English language learners in the course? In a meta-analysis of 95 research studies between
1990 and 2010 in English as a second or foreign language (ESL/EFL) courses, Chen (2016) found
that computer-mediated peer feedback increased student motivation and participation.

Software

We use peerScholar,14 a commercial software developed by cognitive psychologists at the
University of Toronto where it is free for all students. There are other software alternatives, and
cost will enter into your cost-benefit evaluations.15 Research supporting peerScholar (Par�e and
Joordens 2008) shows that as the number of peer assessments reaches six, the grade given by
peers produces “grades similar in level and rank order as those provided by expert [graduate stu-
dent TA] graders” (Phillips 2016, 1). Despite the potential cost savings, we did not use that
option because our TAs are unionized and their collective agreement does not permit students to
grade each other’s work. We chose three peer assessments, but the software allows a choice of
any number. Research (Joordens, Par�e, and Collimore 2014; Nicol, Thomson, and Breslin 2014)
also supports the benefit of the Reflection phase in our assignments, as students come to more
accurately assess the quality of their own work from the experience of assessing peers and incor-
porating peer feedback into their revisions. This corroborates student comments that they learn
from reading other students’ assignments and providing feedback, and gain perspective from see-
ing others’ work, regardless of quality.

In addition to the pedagogical benefits, there are also practical advantages to using online peer
review software. Student submissions and TA marking can be done remotely, which is convenient
for a traditional course, but essential for an online course. Due dates and grading rubrics are eas-
ily entered into the software, and no time is wasted paper shuffling after assignments are submit-
ted. Using embedded rubrics, the TAs pick one number for each of the four categories for the
op-ed rubric, one number for the Assessments, and (in the op-ed assignment) one number for
the Reflection. Students see their grade breakdown by rubric category, and the software transfers
grades automatically into our learning management system. Grades can be easily hidden, released,
and modified online.

Plagiarism

To discourage plagiarism, students must submit their final drafts of writing assignments to
Turnitin, the software-matching program our institution uses. We use the Turnitin settings that
allow students, when submitting, to see the originality report highlighting passages that contain
textual similarities to papers in the database. The onus is on the student to fix any suspicious pas-
sages, and drafts can be resubmitted (with new originality reports) until the due date. This
reduces time devoted to plagiarism detection to almost zero.
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Evaluation resources and costs

TA training and resources

A distinctive feature of the WIT (Writing Integrated Teaching) program is a dual focus on
improving undergraduate writing and providing Graduate Teaching Assistants with training and
professional development in writing pedagogy. Whereas many WAC programs export TAs from
English to serve as writing fellows in other units, WIT provides the necessary training and sup-
port for TAs to teach writing in their home disciplines.

Grading calibration

A key feature of WIT is the use of grading calibration (also called benchmarking or moderated
marking) sessions to improve the consistency of the grading and the quality of feedback students
receive on their writing, as well as providing professional development for TAs in teaching writ-
ing. For each writing assignment, the WIT Director (or a Lead Writing TA) and course instructor
co-facilitate a session with the TAs where we analyze student writing and score it according to
the rubric. These sessions clarify the expectations of the instructor and give TAs a chance to ask
questions about the assignment.

We hold grading calibration sessions for all writing assignments. Sessions last about two hours,
with the leaders (WIT Director and course instructor) and the TAs around a big table with a
large whiteboard. Everyone brings a laptop to access student assignments and rubrics. The leaders
jointly select four to five student papers that cover the range of quality and grading issues—
strong/weak arguments, structure, writing, and prose written by multilingual learners. After the
leaders review the rubric categories, everyone reads and privately grades the same op-ed. We put
a matrix on the board, with the rubric categories as rows, and the names of the graders across
the columns.

We go around the table, have each person state their marks for each rubric category and,
more importantly, their rationale for that mark. We don’t allow halfway marks between rubric
grades (excellent, good, competent, problematic), encouraging faster decisions and less agonizing.
There is often consensus on marks for individual categories and, even more often, close total
marks despite differences in individual categories. But papers with large differences in marks are
usually the most instructive, for the ensuing discussion clarifies our expectations and priorities.
As leaders, we do not privilege our own marks (over which we often disagree), and we usually
speak after the TAs. When TAs are torn between marks for an individual category, we encourage
them to compensate in a different category. For example, if a grader is equivocating between
excellent and good for the Economic Argument category, she might give excellent, but then go for
the lower mark for Quality of Writing where she is equivocating between good and competent.
These discussions help the TAs feel comfortable and confident in their marking, and improve
grading consistency.

One of the most challenging issues our TAs face is how to grade the writing of English lan-
guage learners (ELLs). Many of the TAs are themselves multilingual learners who have never pre-
viously graded writing. To counteract the widespread misconception that all good writing is
error-free and that error-free writing is always good, at the grading calibration session we intro-
duce the idea that many good writers write English with an “accent.” In conversation, someone
may be articulate and easily understood by listeners even though they speak with an accent (not
like a native speaker). Similarly, good writers may “write with an accent” and make minor errors
that don’t impede meaning (such as native Chinese speakers who sometimes omit articles in
English). Although we encourage students to edit and proofread carefully their writing assign-
ments, we recognize that most English language learners cannot produce 100% error-free prose
on their own. We discuss student writing samples that help TAs distinguish between major,
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meaning-impeding errors (such as sentence fragments and major problems with verb tense) and
more trivial ones (such as missing articles). The rubric for Quality of Writing (see figure 1) allows
for the highest (excellent) mark with “Very few errors and none that impede meaning.”16

TA hours

What do these writing assignments “cost” in terms of TA hours? Having used peerScholar for
years, we developed a Frederick-Taylor-worthy efficient workflow for the order of activities
involved in grading each assignment. We created a short, reusable screen capture video
(Appendix M) that walks the TAs through the workflow. Based on TA reports of their own time,
we estimate 5 to 6 TA minutes per graded abstract, and 7 to 9minutes per graded op-ed. In
response to student evaluations, we added a 1- to 2-sentence comment (in a standardized
peerScholar field) for op-eds in the 2017–18 academic year. The TA comment focused on where
the student needed to improve. The written comment added 2minutes of grading time, for a
range of 9 to 11minutes per op-ed. Each TA also spent 2 hours per assignment for a grading cali-
bration session. You can use these numbers to estimate costs for the enrollments in your courses.
Beyond grading, there are no additional TA costs to writing assignments because we direct stu-
dents to campus writing centers for guidance and feedback.17

These numbers are more meaningful in the context of overall TA allocations and responsibil-
ities. Total TA hours allocated for the full-year, introductory lecture section with 500 students
over the 2011–12 through 2017–18 academic years averaged 1100 TA hours—2.2 TA hours per
student year, or 1.1 TA hours per student semester. The online section with 300 students over
the 2016–17 and 2017–18 academic years had the same average TA hours per student.

This introductory course is lecture only with no tutorials. We eliminated in-person TA office
hours for lack of demand. Instead, TAs answer questions on online discussion boards for both
the lecture and online sections. Writing-assignment grading is combined with traditional respon-
sibilities of invigilating and marking tests and exams (even the online section has an in-person
midterm and exam). Term tests and exams are a combination of true/false, multiple choice, and
short-answer problems. While the head TA deals with the computerized marking of true/false
and multiple choice questions, TAs grade the short-answer problems, which constitute about 25
percent of total test/exam marks. The ten online quizzes—using Pearson MyEconLab software
that transfers grades automatically into the LMS gradebook—do not require TA time.

Other costs to consider are for peer review software and the startup costs of designing and
implementing these writing assignments. In sharing our assignments and resources, we are
attempting to drastically reduce those costs, which will be one-time only. We hope these numbers
give you at least some ability to judge the “affordability” of implementing writing assignments in
your own courses.

Scalability and conclusions

Despite the considerable and widely acknowledged benefits for student learning of integrating
writing into disciplinary courses, writing assignments in economics are often limited to small
classes in liberal arts colleges, and smaller upper-level courses at colleges and universities. The
barriers to using writing assignments to help more students learn to think (and write) like econo-
mists are the substantial adoption costs that rise with class size and can outweigh (at least from
an instructor perspective) the pedagogical benefits.

Our experience demonstrates how reading and writing resources and assignments can be inte-
grated into large-scale introductory economics courses (both lecture and online formats) to help
students learn how to apply economic reasoning to policy issues they care about, improve their
writing, and develop their economic thinking. The strategies presented here for implementing
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effective and efficient writing pedagogies build on best practices in the literature—using institu-
tion-wide writing resources to reduce grading costs; addressing the challenges of multilingual
undergraduates and multilingual graduate student TAs; using well-designed, scaffolded assign-
ments that move students from critical reading, to recognizing good arguments by writing an
abstract, to making a convincing economic argument by writing an op-ed for a general audience;
and extensive use of rubrics, peer review and peer review software to further reduce costs.

These resources and assignments, which we are freely sharing, can be used in large lecture
courses like ours, or in smaller classes where instructors could introduce additional assignments
or meet one-on-one with students to further improve their writing. Regardless of institutional
context, we hope these cost-reduction strategies tilt the benefit-cost calculation towards producing
more engaged students who can think and write like economists.

Notes

1. The International Network of WAC Programs (INWAC) (2014) has a statement of WAC principles and
practices, including “WAC refers to the notion that writing should be an integral part of the learning
process throughout a student’s education, not merely in required writing courses but across the entire
curriculum. Furthermore, it is based on the premise that writing is highly situated and tied to a field’s
discourse and ways of knowing, and therefore writing in the disciplines (WID) is most effectively guided
by those with expertise in that discipline.”

2. “The nationwide movement of ‘Writing Across the Curriculum’ offers possible help [so that] Economics
faculty can with modest effort learn how to make writing integral to their advanced courses within a
reasonable time commitment” (Siegfried et al. 1991, 211). Crowe and Youga (1986) were the first to
briefly discuss WAC in economics, but the AEA report by prominent economic educators had a much
broader impact.

3. Articles by Hansen (1993), Cohen and Spencer (1993), Abdalla (1993), and Davidson and Gumnior (1993).
4. The Department of Economics has 62 full-time tenure-track faculty and seven full-time teaching-stream

faculty. Most TAs are economics MA or PhD students, but between one-half and three-fourths of the
TAs in our course are graduate students in the 2-year Master’s of Public Policy (MPP) program, which
requires a full-year graduate micro/macro course taught by an economics faculty member. While the
economics qualifications of these MPP students are not as strong, they are excellent TAs for this
economic literacy course—more versed in writing, policy applications, and the experience of learning
some economics for its applicability.

5. It is impossible to get a precise number for the percentage of English Language Learners because there is
no definition of such a category, and the university does not administer a language aptitude test to all
incoming students. We have data on the number of incoming students required to show proof of English
language proficiency (TOEFL or other test score), but this applies only to those who did not complete 4
years of high school in Ontario, and does not cover the many students who are more comfortable in a
language other than English, whether they are Canadians, permanent residents, or visa students.

6. The Faculty of Arts and Science has seven college writing centers with approximately 30 full-time
equivalent instructors and twice as many adjunct instructors. The University of Toronto as a whole has
nine undergraduate Writing Centers on three campuses. http://writing.utoronto.ca/writing-centres/

7. Normally, participating WIT departments receive between 280 and 380 hours to supplement course TA
hours in WIT courses with individual TAs receiving an additional 5 to 15 hours over their base hours for
teaching and grading writing.

8. At the University of Toronto, students must choose either an intensive specialist major, a double major,
or a major and two minors. With 40 one-semester courses required for a degree, a specialist major has 24
courses, a major has 14 courses, and a minor has eight courses. Specialist majors generally are preparing
for graduate school. Students who take ECO100Y, Introduction to Economics, are eligible for all
economics degrees. The unsexy name for ECO105Y, Principles of Economics for Non-Specialists, is
accurate in that it allows students to pursue an economics major or minor, but not a specialist degree.
Both courses are being transitioned to a micro-macro pair of semester courses.

9. The ECO100Y introductory course required for specialists in economics does not use the abstract or
op-ed writing assignments. ECO100Y is more model- and technique-oriented, has a math assessment
module, and uses MobLab (moblab.com) for games and experiments in tutorials.

10. Hall and Podemska-Mikluch (2015, 13) have a similar objective for the op-ed assignment they created in
2013 in an intro class of 26 students at a small liberal arts college requiring “that students internalize the
economic way of thinking and learn to exercise active citizenry.”
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11. According to Cohen and Spencer (1993, 221), “Students face a unique difficulty in clarifying the audience
for whom they are writing. In most writing situations, the writer writes to inform a reader who is
generally less knowledgeable. In sharp contrast, students are asked to write for a reader (the instructor)
who is clearly more knowledgeable. This places the student writer in an artificial and hence difficult
situation.” Our writing assignments all specify the audience as the general reading public. Because of the
peer review process, the actual audience of fellow students is similar.

12. First drafts submitted on the peerScholar software are not graded. But students who do not submit a first
draft cannot participate in the peer assessment, and lose those assessment marks (roughly 20% of each
writing assignment grade). Because work-minimizing students might submit effortless first drafts, the
assignment instructions include “Your draft must be complete and written in full sentences. You will lose
marks for submitting an outline or point form draft.” The combination of incentives and potential
penalties (we have never actually subtracted marks on first drafts) has produced reasonable first drafts.

13. According to Phillips (2016, 12), “even after controlling for differences in students’ accounting knowledge
and initial case writing performance, peer assessment scores were positively associated with performance
… for a second case. These incremental learning benefits arose only by giving feedback to others;
subsequent case scores were not associated with feedback received from high-quality peer assessors …
These … findings are consistent with prior research that finds actively generating feedback can be more
effective than passively receiving feedback in connecting with subsequent academic work (Li, Liu, and
Steckelberg 2010; Lundstrom and Baker 2009). Active generation of feedback for others fosters
connections with subsequent performance because it engages students in (1) understanding the standard
against which students compare their peers’ work, (2) recommending actions and steps to close the gap
between the standard and their peers’ current achievement, and (3) reflecting on one’s own work (Sadler
1989; Nicol et al. 2014).”

14. http://vision.peerscholar.com.
15. Competitor software includes Turnitin’s PeerMark, Calibrated Peer Review (CPR), and Scaffolded Writing

and Rewriting in the Discipline (SWoRD). For comparisons, see Phillips (2016) and Søndergaard and
Mulder (2012).

16. Breuer (2017, 39) describes this approach as seeing “behind the linguistic façade, actively making efforts
to find out what the writer wants to say and evaluating the content independently of the language quality
in which it is executed.” We encourage the students giving peer feedback and the TAs to take this
approach, not because we believe grammar and correctness are unimportant, but because there is little
evidence that grammar correction is effective. Instead, English language learners need more practice
reading and writing in the target language (Truscott 1996). Breuer recommends undertaking linguistic
revisions as a separate step to avoid overtaxing students’ cognitive capacities and argues that students are
more motivated to revise their texts if they receive useful feedback on their content.

17. Students did use the campus writing centers for help with the writing assignments. They work one-on-
one with a writing center instructor for 40 to 50minutes in what are usually face-to-face sessions (a small
percentage of appointments are virtual). In 2016–17, 71 ECO105Y students (out of 615 who finished the
course) had a total of 139 appointments at the college writing centers. In 2017–18, 59 students (out of
675 who finished the course) had 135 appointments. For the two years combined, about 10 percent of
students sought help. Because most students seeking help went multiple times, writing-center
appointments as a percentage of enrollments were 21 percent.
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